
  CORES INSTANT DRY TRAFFIC PAINT 
LOW VOC, ACETONE-BASED TRAFFIC LINE MARKING, 

CROSSWALK STRIPING PAINT. 
Extremely durable, tough, high-performance, one component, fast dry even in cold 

temperatures, acrylic traffic paint. Extremely Low in VOC, has excellent adhesion to various 

substrates, good abrasion resistant, good bead retention. Use to stripe, line, paint extremely 

durable tough traffic lines on streets, roads, parking lots, parking garages, highways, airport 

runways. 

This unique propriety traffic paint CORES is a high performance, high solids, extremely durable 

acrylic resin based, LOW VOC, with fast dry VOC exempt acetone solvent based paint. It dries 

very quickly to a hard, extremely durable finish even in humid cold conditions. The viscosity is 

adjusted to a spray consistency and is ready to use, thinning is not required or recommended. 

Apply CORES with a synthetic bristle brush, synthetic roller and low-pressure air-less spray striping 

equipment designed to handle solvent based paints. Glass beads can also be added for more 

reflectivity. CORES can be top-coated with a clear coat for extra longevity and performance. 

Clean-up of striping machine and uncured paint is done with paint thinner. Being a solvent 

based paint, it is flammable. It is good for most substrates, except new asphalt and freshly 

applied seal coating. Its exterior durability, bead retention, abrasion resistance and adhesion to 

substrate, is exceptionally good. Unique, specially formulated polymeric binder system with the 

right pigments make it extremely durable. 

 Available in White, Yellow, Blue, Black and Red. 

 High Solids, LOW VOC, Meets Federal Specification AA 2886 (B) Type 1. 

 Dries fast, develops hardness and toughness fast even in cold weather. 

 Good coverage. 400 lineal feet per gallon when applied 4-inch-wide stripe. 

 Quick Dry times. 30 mins. for foot traffic, 45 mins. for car traffic. 

 Can be applied with conventional airless spray machines that can handle solvent based 

paints. 

 Use on Roads, Highways, Streets, Parking Lots, Parking Garages, Airports, Runways. 

 Mark-Line-Paint-Stripe center lines, edge lines, cross walks, medians, curbs, stop bars, 

pedestrian walkways. 

 Caution: Flammable. Not recommended for use on freshly applied asphalt or seal 

coating. 


